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Abstract

Recently the companies’ interest on a correct knowledge management is grown, more than interest on the mere knowledge itself. In the last few years, several projects have been carried out, with the aim of the development of innovative systems capable of collecting and sharing information. This paper proposes a Knowledge Management System, whose main feature is an ontological knowledge representation. The ontological representation of data allows of specializing the reasoning capabilities and of providing ad hoc behaviors. The system has been tested collecting and using data coming from projects and processes typical of ICT companies, and provides a Document Management System and an Expert System to share documents and to plan how to best use firms’ knowledge.

1. Introduction

The great amounts of data and documents generated during working activities impose to companies the adoption of new computer-based information systems, capable of enabling the storage of structured data and the automation of the information-processing activities of the organization. Recent studies have drawn attention to problems related to knowledge capitalization and management [1],[2]. During the last two decades ad-hoc frameworks known as Knowledge Management Systems (KMS) have been proposed, enabling access and coordination of knowledge assets [3]. KMSs are information systems which manage organizational knowledge increasing the productivity of knowledge operators. This paper proposes an ontology-based knowledge management framework capable of modeling generic offices structure and ICT company’s projects, discovering offices’ processes to be automatized and company’s projects to be reused or developed ad hoc. The system is composed by different modules, such as an expert system for decision support and a document management engine. The main goal is to produce a system for managing data with a separation between knowledge representation and knowledge management; changes in the structure of concepts in the knowledge base do not influence the inference mechanisms and logical reasoning processes.

The paper is structured as follows: section 2 provides a vision of the state of the art of KMSs and expert systems; in section 3 we introduce essential aspects of KMSs, Expert Systems for decision support and Ontologies; in section 4 we present a detailed description of the system; section 5 illustrates the Document Management Service of the KMS; section 6 presents our system implementation. Finally, in section 7, we trace some conclusions.

2. State of the Art

Starting from studies about what knowledge is [4],[5], during last decade researches on Knowledge Management has examined several issues about new strategies, tools and systems in order to organize, store and share data and individuals’ expertise; at the same time the most important ICT companies have demonstrated an increasing interest in the development of internal knowledge management instruments, using novel data representation models and involving modern AI techniques in order to promote the dissemination of the knowledge acquired during job activities by different operators. It is easy to identify common features in the KMSs of this researches, most of them using technological infrastructures based on web corporate portals. A web and ontology-based KMS called WAICENT (World Agriculture Information Centre) is in use on the United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization. Using this platform FAO’s knowledge about food security and agricultural development becomes widely available to users through the Internet, adopting visualization systems to show information in an immediate way, and decision-support systems in order to improve food security through information use. A document management system is also provided by the KMS, allowing sharing and use FAO’s documentation [6]. L. Razmerita et al.[7] proposed a KMS based on the ontological model of the user profile, representing users’ preferences, competencies and so on, adopting semantic web techniques. Many other KMSs in literature are designed and customized to satisfy the needs of specific firms. Liping Sui [8] and Maya Daneva [9] studied the benefits of a decision support system within the business management. D.J. Harvey and R.Holdsworth
3.1. Knowledge Management

Knowledge Management (KM) consists of a technique that uses Information Technology tools for the management of information, and its goal is to improve the efficiency of work teams; it studies methods for making knowledge explicit, and sharing a firm’s professional expertises and informative resources. There are different classification criteria for KM issues. Alavi and Leidner [3] group the problems of the KM, namely storage, creation, transfer and retrieval issues into four classes. Others researchers studied knowledge problems from different points of views. Verwijs et al. in [12],[13] analyzed different knowledge approaches in business processes, and categorized them as follows:

- **Knowledge storage approach**: knowledge is seen as a product or resource, as something that can be made explicit through codification. Knowledge storage involves issues for obtaining and capturing knowledge from organizational members and/or external sources.
- **Knowledge processes approach**: knowledge as more of a production factor than mere information [14]. Experiences, skills and attitudes are also part of this knowledge. The focus of this approach is on the transfer of knowledge through human interaction. There are many questions about knowledge transfer, one of the most important concerns knowledge flows between provider and knowledge seeker. From the provider’s point of view, flow is a selective pull process, but from a seeker’s perspective, flow is a selective push process. Thus it is necessary to strike a balance between pull and push processes [15].
- **Learning processes approach**: it involves the relationships between individual and organizational learning. Knowledge management can be seen as assisting organizational learning processes through which new knowledge is created.
- **Intellectual capital approach**: measuring the value of knowledge that resides in an organization [16], this approach focuses on rendering explicit the knowledge of an organization, obtaining the transfer of tacit or implicit knowledge to explicit and accessible knowledge formats. This methodology aims at optimizing the infrastructure of an organization, and includes training, customers relationships, ICT, work organization and so on.

3.2. Knowledge Management Systems

A generic KMS, supporting the creation and storage of knowledge, creates the opportunity to make data, information and knowledge from different sources readily available. KMSs contain both explicit and tacit knowledge. Explicit knowledge, more familiar and easily written down, includes data stored in documents. KMSs can also store tacit knowledge, which is more difficult to express, and includes people’s experiences, know-how and expertise. As Takeuchi and Nonaka [5] say "The more important kind of knowledge is tacit knowledge." Tacit knowledge is more difficult to manage than explicit knowledge and can be expressed as "we know more than we can tell". Tacit knowledge, created by experience, is highly personal. The issue of how to better capitalize and disseminate tacit knowledge is one of the actual priorities in Knowledge Management. To realize such goals, a KMS can make use of different technologies such as:

- **Document based**: technologies for the creation, administration and sharing of different documents (such as doc, pdf, html and so on), managing the explicit knowledge of an organization.
- **Ontology/Taxonomy based**: technologies using ontologies and classification for knowledge representation. Knowledge concepts are frequently arranged in hierarchical structures, typically related by relationships. Such methodologies act on both explicit and tacit knowledge.
- **AI based**: using particular inference engines to resolve peculiar domain problems, the framework based on these technologies generally manipulates tacit knowledge (g.e. Knowledge-base system).

3.3. Ontologies

A formal definition of ontology is the following: "An Ontology is an explicit specification of a conceptualization" [17]. In computer science the use of the term "ontology" is derived from the previous use in philosophy, meaning the study of the "being"; the fundamental categories of which it is composed and the relationships among them. An ontology tries to formulate an exhaustive and rigorous conceptual scheme of a particular application domain. Generally it is represented through a hierarchical structure which contains all the noteworthy entities, the existing relationships between
them, the rules, the axioms and the specific domain constraints. Ontologies give an understandable meaning both to humans and to software agents. Given a domain of interest, the ontology explains the knowledge structure creating a syntax of domain terms, and shares it with all the people interacting with the given domain.

3.4. Knowledge-Based Systems

Knowledge-Based Systems (KBS), a class of AI systems, are able to represent specific domain knowledge and apply it for solving problems through inference processes. The essential elements of a KBS, as figure 1 shows [18] are the following:

- The **Knowledge Base** (KB), the passive component of a KBS, plays a role similar to a database in a traditional informative system;
- The **inference engine**, the elaboration element, uses the KB content to derive new knowledge using reasoning techniques;
- The **Knowledge base manager** manages coherence and consistence of the information stored in the KB.

A particular subclass of KBSs is the rule-based expert system, in which knowledge is captured into a set of rules, each encoding a small piece of the expert’s skills. Each rule is an "if-then" statement. An expert system emulates the domain expert in the same conditions.

4. Knowledge management for decision support

In this paper we present a KMS prototype for the automation of government office processes. This prototype is an ontology-based system of knowledge management with the aim of optimizing business processes for creating and managing ICT projects for generic offices. To achieve this, the system implements a document management and an expert system for decision support. The knowledge representation is based on two ontological domain models, the former reproducing the government offices’ structure and the latter modeling the concepts of projects developed by an ICT company. The main idea is the separation between knowledge representation and knowledge reasoning, so that the same infrastructure of rules can be used adopting different knowledge bases. Differently from the ontology based KMS reported in section 3, our system provides a general purpose reasoning system, with rules that can adapt their results to different ontological representation of the domain. The proposed system was designed with the following features: specific domain knowledge by building a knowledge base, reasoning ability performed by a rule-based expert system, and finally advanced techniques of document and information retrieval. Figure 2 shows the system architecture.

The core of the architecture is the KM component, while the data level is composed of a repository to store documents and a KB to maintain domain information. All the components are now presented in detail.

4.1. Knowledge Base

The Knowledge Base represents the knowledge container. KB relations and concepts are described using an ontological structure of instances in order to collect and manage data. The rationale behind our ontology is to provide a minimal but sufficient ontology, suitable for application-domain purpose. Ontologies of the proposed system are performed through Frames [19] and built using Protégé, a free and open source platform developed by Stanford University, that supports frame-based ontologies according to the Open Knowledge Base Connectivity Protocol (OKBC)[20]. In a frame-based model, an ontology is composed by:
• a set of classes, hierarchically organized to describe the domain concepts;
• a set of slots for the classes, which describes properties and relations between concepts;
• a set of class instances, examples of concept with their specific values and properties.

The use of such an ontological model transforms abstract concepts into logical descriptions.

4.1.1. The system Ontologies. Modeling knowledge about the government offices world required some assumptions about its structure and activities, as well as about the nature of the “observer” expected to use, understand, and rely on the model. Our ontology was designed from scratch for the KMS and can be considered a collection of two correlated ontologies, a domain ontology and a projects ontology; in order to keep the ontology easy to understand, only a few concepts from offices’ domain and from computer engineering projects are collected. This results in a simplified description of Projects, Processes and Structure of offices and a group of details, attributes and relations. The Domain Ontology, a formal representation of the offices’ structure and activities is used to characterize the environment in which the system works, and is organized as a set of concepts and relations allowing deduction of new knowledge; it reproduces the logical architecture of offices arranged in levels, each depending on the previous in a pyramidal organization (fig. 3).

![Figure 3. Domain ontology of the KMS platform.](image)

The Project Ontology is useful to describe ICT company projects; it maps the structure of the project components containing semi-structured explicit knowledge. During the execution of queries, each component of this ontology is used to get all the elements of the domain in agreement with the query (fig.4).

![Figure 4. Project ontology of the KMS platform.](image)

4.2. Decision support system

The main goal of an Expert System (ES) for decision support is to assist employees during their activities, finding solutions that usually need the intervention of specifically skilled people. The goal is to incorporate implicit knowledge about the specific field in a computational model. The ES prototype implemented for the platform is a rule-based system developed in Jess [21], that can be used for reasoning in different knowledge base contents, adapting rules to different kinds of domains. Jess, acronym for Java Expert System Shell, is a superset of the CLIPS programming language, developed by E. Friedman-Hill of Sandia National Labs [22]. It provides rule-based programming suitable for automating an expert system, and is often referred to as an expert system shell. Rather than a procedural paradigm, where a single program has a loop that is activated only once, the declarative paradigm used by Jess matches a rule with a single fact specified as its input and processes that fact as its output. When the program is run, the rules engine will activate one rule for each matching fact. Jess can be used to build Java applets, it allows Java functions to be called from Jess code and encapsulates Jess code inside a Java code program, and also creates full applications that use knowledge in the form of declarative rules to draw conclusions and inferences. The ES exploits two different kinds of knowledge: declarative facts, captured by the ontological model, and procedural facts, expressed using rules defined by an expert.

**Use cases:** Use cases in which our ES can offer support are decisional processes such as:

a) **Project planning process** - During planning of company projects there are many constraints to be considered in order to improve enterprise yields and avoid wasting resources. Planning is a process for the definition of a future goal, the activities to exploit in order to reach that objective, and all the resources to be used to complete these activities. The planning process has to identify business components connected to the real progress of business activities, measuring their impact and benefits, and to analyze the investment policy, producing a Business Plan. Such process is a core activity for the company, because its performances
depend on correct planning phase. During this activity, the ES is used as a tool to support the Business Plan editing. Several conditions have to be taken into account by the ES in accordance with certain criteria defined by the human domain expert. For each project, the ES evaluates: the amount of necessary funding for its implementation; the use of human or technical resources; the number of offices that can take advantage by the realization of that project (impact); and so on. After that, the system suggests a plan of activities, with an associated degree of importance, as figure 5 shows.

![Figure 5. Project planning process](image)

b) Project management process - Supervision of the state and progress of projects. This process guides the business management to the attainment of previously planned objectives, showing the differences between them and the results obtained, so that managers can decide and actuate appropriate corrective actions. The progress of each project is defined using specific parameters. The ES can monitor the costs increase, the percentage of utilization of the allocated resources and the time consumed for each work in progress, as figure 6 shows. For instance, if some parameter differs from the value defined during the planning process, the ES suggests some corrective actions.

![Figure 6. Project management process](image)

c) Evaluation of previous projects’ functionalities for reuse - Analysis of government requirements and already developed projects to find reusable components. The ICT organizations produce a great amount of products to automatize offices’ processes. A process is a set of interrelated activities, grouped in phases. Therefore each project is composed by a set of components, each supporting a singular phase of the entire process. Different office processes could have common phases, so that the organization could choose to reuse some components taken from other projects during automation activities, in order to reduce developmental costs. In this case, the ES evaluates some common features between process phases and project components in order to identify which of them could be reused, as shown in figure 7.

![Figure 7. Evaluation of previous projects’ functionalities for reuse](image)

5. Document Management Service

The Document Management Service (DMS) of our KMS is a module capable of pre-processing documents, retrieving...
data, indexing texts and search engine managing. In ICT companies the volume of documents produced during working activities grows rapidly; as the volume of documents increases, collecting them in traditional forms becomes almost impractical, and searching them without automatic search engines is a great waste of time. Documents contain most of the information about projects, functionalities and so on. Sumiya and Saito proposed [23] a technical instrument to handle different kinds of documents and an easy to use environment to store, collect and search documents. DM can be considered as a set of tasks and processes for collecting, managing and publishing documents and their contents, abstracting and annotating data, enriching KBs with retrieved information and realizing search engines to recover documents from keywords. Our DMS allows the understanding of documents by retrieving information to complete KB instances. With the analysis of technical documents about projects, Project Ontology instances are enriched capturing information like project managers, founding, resources data, keywords to use for research and also about the document file itself, such as type of document, editing, author and so on. Moreover, the Domain Ontology instances are enriched adding relation instances between project and offices that will use the products realized, and which functionalities will be automatized by the project described in the document. Our platform uses Apache Lucene, an Information Retrieval (IR) engine adapted for the insertion, indexing and retrieval of documents in different formats. Lucene is an open-source, high performance, scalable, full-featured text search engine and information retrieval library written in Java and suitable for any application requiring a full text search [24], through which any piece of data convertible to a textual format can be indexed and made searchable [25]. Lucene indexing is constituted by three main phases, converting data to text, analyzing extracted text and saving text to an index. Data in Lucene are stored in the form of Documents. A Lucene Document consists of a collection of Fields, identified by a name and a value, that contain a piece of data queried against or retrieved from the index during search. Searches in Lucene are performed specifying one or more keywords and one or more fields to search within. Search results (in the form of Lucene Documents) are collected within Lucene Hits. Each Document contained in the Hits, has a score value (between 0 and 1) indicating its similarity to the search keys. Since the DMS is based on Lucene, it possesses similar advantages: very fast response time and almost hidden complexity to users. The main functionalities of the DM Service are: pre-processing of documents and their content to obtain a text representation without any lexical or semantic redundancy; document indexing to store information about files in an ordered structure to use for the search phase; searching for documents using keywords, calculating the degree of satisfaction of the requirements expressed in the query. These requirements are fulfilled by three modules: pre-processing, indexing and searching.

5.1. Pre-processing module

Pre-processing is a necessary procedure in document management, through which data and information stored in documents in a specific format can be elicited by analyzing and tokenizing content. Organizations generally create and use a great amount of documents that can be stored in different kinds of formats like text files (.txt), document files (.doc, .pdf), web pages (.xml, .html) as figure 8 shows [26]. The analysis of heterogeneous format contents, the removal of meaningless terms and the maintenance of information useful to retrieve and recover documents will depend on the DMS.

The proposed DMS works in different steps in order to pre-process and organize documents. When an organization’s members insert documents to be collected by the KMS, a two-step parsing then occurs: content elicitation and content tokenization. Content elicitation to withdraw textual content from different kinds of files eliminates irrelevant information, such as typesetting format, and transforms content into a character data stream. Content tokenization breaks the content into words and sentences according to lexical analysis, and transforms the data stream into a set of terms for the subsequent content parsing procedure. After parsing, the pre-process module performs content filtering, to analyze and filter out semantically irrelevant terms in the indexing process, pruning stop words and stemming. We refer to stop words as the terms - such as articles, prepositions, conjunctions, numbers - considered meaningless noise data in content processing. There is another phenomenon in text analysis that can consume memory space and calculation resources; in a common text there can be words such as "tell" in all the variations (told, telling); the system tends to regard those variations as different words with the same word root, even if the semantic meaning is the same. The
stemming procedure uses an algorithm to remove the prefix or suffix of words so that the system can interpret them as the same root.

5.2. Indexing module

Apache Lucene was adopted for indexing and document storage, the search interface for querying index and the reading interface to read texts and documents. The fundamental concepts in Apache Lucene are index, document, field and term [27]. An index contains a sequence of documents, which are a sequence of fields. Each field gets tokenized and generates pairs of field name and text tokens called terms.

The index stores input in a data structure called inverted index, making efficient use of disk space while allowing quick keyword lookups. The KMS provides a user interface for document insertion, giving users the opportunity to collect them in a unique repository. This activity is absolutely transparent to the user (fig. 9).

5.3. Searching module

After the initial collection of documents and the creation of an index, users need to retrieve documents from the remote file system, seeking them using a search interface. The user interface is also a web-based interface, so that user works as if the interface were a common web search engine, typing keywords, title, project name and so on. The system searches in the indexed documents and retrieves the relevant documents. For this purpose a matching mechanism is used, evaluating the degree to which the document representation satisfies the requirements expressed in the query: Lucene calculates this degree using a set of different factors such as term frequency (number of times a given term appears in the document) and inverse document frequency (obtained dividing the number of all documents by the number of documents containing the term) and retrieves those documents that it believes are relevant, as figure 10 shows. The result is a list of documents, each linked to the related file; when opened, the system displays a reading interface in a What You See Is What You Get view, so that the document is integrated in the portal and can be read. In this first release of the software, documents are retrieved on the basis of their content as if they were composed by atomic text entities, that is, a set of different concepts considered here by calculating their frequency in the document, disregarding the document’s overall structure.

6. System Prototype Implementation

The proposed system implements the typical client-server paradigm using JSP (Java Server Page) and Java technologies [28]. JSP plays an important role for web application development. Mainly, JSP allows the separation of dynamic part of web pages from static HTML. Therefore, a JSP is composed by HTML markup in which can be enclosed java code in order to split the page layout from dynamic components. Moreover, with regard to expert system, we can encapsulate Jess into java code so that Java code can interact directly with Jess. Finally, Java can be easily ported to run on various operating systems although we developed our KMS under a Windows XP environment. We used two main server components: Apache Web Server for web page requests and Tomcat Servlet Engine in order to dynamically generate JSP web page. The framework presents different graphical interface through which the users can select different application areas. In our scenario, the system is divided in three different macro-areas: Offices Structure, Process and Project Management. The first allows the user to manage information about the structure of offices. The second enables the user to organize new processes in activities that can be implemented by computer programs. Through the functionalities of Project management area, instead, the user can create complex queries in order to interact with the Expert System. The first two areas involve ontology domain formalization and building processes. The snapshots of a demonstration of our system are shown in Figures 11, 12 and 13.
The user can start in the activities of Knowledge Management, including creation, searching, sharing and so on. From this graphical menu the user can select the above-mentioned different work areas. As previously said, in the first two areas we have implemented some functionalities which allow the creation/change of Knowledge Object (KO), such as domain ontology and projects ontology object respectively. The snapshot shown in Fig. 11 depicts the inserting and editing GUI of projects ontology objects. From this view the user can select an existing KO and fill up new information in order to enrich the Knowledge Base. After that, the KO will be submitted to the server and saved into KB.

The interaction with the expert system occurs through the GUI shown by the snapshot of fig.12. As already mentioned, the ES was implemented using the Jess tool. The expert knowledge and user inputs are stored by rules and ontology instances, respectively. Jess uses the Rete algorithm [29] to match the rules and KO. These rules are composed dynamically according to user requests. This is made possible by enabling different fields and check boxes. Jess outputs are shown on a web page in HTML format. The following snapshot displays the document management interface. This GUI provides documents searching, uploading and consultation.

7. Conclusion

The extremely competitive nature of the new economy, in which knowledge and its efficient exploitation has become a key factor for organizational success, has pressed the organizations to adapt themselves to changing environment. In this regard, Knowledge Management strategies are promoted and several information systems are developed to give support to knowledge processes. That being so, in this article we present a knowledge management solution for an ICT company, which has the aim to improve the growth of organizational knowledge for projects’ management. To this aim, we developed a KMS prototype which makes use of a rule-based expert system, which can adapt its results to possible changes in the system ontology, and a document management system in order to improve documents’ searching, sharing and discovering. Moreover, the opportunity to use a KMS which models different domains, gives the chance to adapt it to different application contexts and to increase information sharing and reuse.
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